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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses a pilot program using real data from our university telescope
in laboratory exercises with our students at the University of St. Thomas. In this paper, I
evaluate the effectiveness of these labs and their impact on student attitudes using
standardized learning assessments combined with student interviews and surveys. One
hundred and sixteen undergraduate students enrolled our fall introductory astronomy
course completed our newly developed exercises as a normal part of the laboratory
portion of the introductory astronomy course, with comparison groups utilizing “canned”
or simulated data. Student attitudes improved in the treatment group more than in the
comparison group in both questions of interest: how students feel about science, and
whether or not students feel they can do science. In addition, student content knowledge
gains are about 10% higher in treatment groups than in comparison groups.
Keywords
College
Astronomy
College non-majors
Research in teaching/learning
Teaching approaches
Course curriculum
Laboratory exercises
Assessment
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Introductory astronomy is a course that often also includes a laboratory
component in order to allow students to fulfill the laboratory science distribution
requirements. There are many available laboratory exercises, including several
simulations of the telescope experience for introductory majors. However many
institutions do not have access to required equipment to run observational exercises using
real data in their classrooms (Edelson, Gordin & Pea 1999; Lee and Songer 2003). At the
community college level and high school level, this lack of access can be even more
challenging. One of our faculty members received an NSF grant to expand access to our
telescope by developing flexible curriculum and data processing software for use at a
variety of educational levels. We have developed a set of three laboratory exercises
appropriate for use in an introductory astronomy course using real data from our
telescope, with the goal of making these exercises and access to the telescope available to
local high schools and community colleges as well as our own students. This paper
discusses the pilot program using these laboratory exercises with our students at the
University of St. Thomas.
The University of St. Thomas is a private Catholic liberal arts university with
6,234 undergraduate students and 3,995 graduate students in the fall of 2014. The
student population is primarily white suburban students, with 14% of undergraduates as
students of color; only 205 undergraduate students are international students. I have been
teaching introductory astronomy and its associated laboratory in some form or another
since 1996 and at the University of St. Thomas as an adjunct for five years, during which
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the observatory has come online largely through the efforts of another faculty member.
In addition, we have collaboratively developed laboratory exercises to utilize the new
capabilities of the telescope. Notably, the telescope can be run manually, with students at
the computer choosing objects and taking pictures as well as robotically with observing
plans submitted to a scheduler. The laboratory exercises developed to provide access
involve both types of observing, with the manual observing easily replaced by robotic
observations if attending an observing session is not possible. One hundred and sixteen
undergraduate students in our fall introductory astronomy course completed our newly
developed exercises as a normal part of the laboratory portion of the introductory
astronomy course, with comparison groups utilizing “canned” or simulated data. In this
paper, I evaluate the effectiveness of these labs and their impact on student attitudes
using standardized learning assessments combined with student interviews and surveys.
Specifically, I attempt to address the question of how student ownership of
telescope data in laboratory exercises impacts student attitudes toward science. I
investigate the difference in student attitudes and content retention compared to several
different laboratory elements: using real vs. simulated data; using real data that is their
own vs. real data which is given to them; and the authentic process of developing and
executing an observing plan and analyzing the results. These questions will drive future
development of inquiry-style labs targeted toward our audience of non-science students
in the introductory courses.

3
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Our interest in student data ownership comes as we transition our labs from a
more cookbook style to guided and open inquiry. In the past several decades, research
has shown that student engagement through inquiry methods improves student attitudes
and engagement with the material (Cohen 1994; Basey & Francis 2011; Enghag &
Niedderer, 2008; Martin-Hansen 2002; Prins et al 2009) as well as increasing student
learning at least in the short term (Basey & Francis 2011; Chin and Brown 2000;
Bunterm, Lee, Kong, Srikoon, Vangpoomyai, Rattanavongsa, & Rachahoon 2014).
Inquiry, which is grounded in constructivist learning theory (Piaget 1928; Vygotsky
1934), is often divided into levels depending on the amount of control the student has.
Constructivist pedagogy consists of teaching methods in which students “actively
develop, test, and revise their ideas… through collaborative firsthand inquiry with their
peers” (Smith, Maclin, Houghton, & Hennessey 2000). Several different methods of
categorizing level of inquiry have been developed (Nadelson, Walters, & Waterman
2010; Buck, Bretz & Towns 2008; Chinn & Malhotra 2002; NRC 2000; Martin-Hansen
2002), with the ultimate goal of giving students both the skills and the knowledge to
generate their own, independent inquiry. Indeed this is precisely what science entails:
asking questions, determining methods of answering those questions, evaluating data, and
eventually drawing conclusions (Power, B. 2012; Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser 1981). The
many levels of inquiry can be designed to provide students with scaffolding to eventually
come to this expert level (Bell, Smetana & Binns 2005; Kirschner, Sweller & Clark 2006;
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Buck Bretz & Towns 2008; Chatterjee, Williamson, McCann & Peck 2009; Sadeh &
Zion 2009, 2012; Bunterma et al. 2014).
Unfortunately, the literature is inconsistent in the application of the term
“inquiry,” which has different meanings to different researchers and settings. The
definitions used in the secondary education settings have little overlap with those used in
collegiate settings (Bruck et al 2008). Even within subsets of inquiry (e.g. guided
inquiry) there is little agreement on the meaning of terms. Several researchers note that
while hands-on or active learning tasks are often part of inquiry, it is not the case that all
hands-on or active learning tasks are inquiry (Nadelson, Walters & Waterman 2010;
Tang, Coffey, Elby & Levin (2009)). Rather, it is the processes of scientific research that
are important, including “mechanistic reasoning, model-based reasoning, scientific
argumentation, and sense making” (Tang, Coffey, Elby & Levin 2009; Hammer, Russ,
Mikeska, & Scherr, 2005; Lehrer & Schauble, 2004; Warren, Ballenger, Ogonowski, &
Roseberry, 2001). However, the term inquiry is often applied to the former set of active
learning tasks in addition to the more open, unguided processes inherent to authentic
science. Because of this lack of consistency, several rubrics have been discussed as a
means to connect the terminology in use to levels of student independence (Bruck 2008;
NRC 2000; Schwab 1962).
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Figure 1: Rubric to evaluate inquiry from Bruck et al. 2008.
In this paper I will be using the levels of inquiry as described in Figure 1, though
it is also useful to understand inquiry based on the following seven principles given by
Jonassen (1994) on page 36 of their discussion of constructivism:
1. Provide multiple representations of reality – avoid oversimplification of instruction by
representing the natural complexity of the world
2. Focus on knowledge construction not reproduction
3. Present authentic tasks (contextualizing rather than abstracting instruction)
4. Provide real world, case based learning environments, rather than predetermined
instructional sequences
5. Foster reflective practice
6. Enable context, and content, dependent knowledge construction
7. Support collaborative construction of knowledge through social negotiation, not
competition among learners for recognition.
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Because many students arrive in college without significant open inquiry
experiences (Hume 2009; Hume & Coll 2010; Bruck et al. 2008), and because of the
wide range of scientific backgrounds of students in the introductory astronomy course, it
is challenging to introduce inquiry directly to the students; at the very least enough theory
and background must be provided before students can move forward (Leonard and
Penick 2009; Edelson 1998). Researchers seeking to develop inquiry thus typically focus
on one aspect to further. Development of scientific thinking skills and content
knowledge can occur separately or in conjunction; many researchers focus on one aspect
or another in a specific study (White and Frederiksen 1998; Linn and Songer 1991; Lee
and Songer 2003). However, it is important to capture the complexity of scientific
thinking by incorporating content knowledge, inquiry skills and resources together (Lee
and Songer 2003). Ideally students who continue on in other science courses would fully
develop inquiry methods (Sunal, Wright & Day, 2004), but this is not the general
population of our astronomy course. Even for majors in upper level courses, several
researchers have found that students are rarely given inquiry opportunities, despite the
documented benefits to providing students with these opportunities (Nadelson, Walkters
& Waterman; Bruck et al 2008; Chinn & Malhotra, 2002; Martin-Hansen, 2002).
One of the common themes of inquiry is the concept of authenticity. As with
inquiry itself, authenticity has a wide range of definitions in the literature. As proposed
by Bruck et al. (2008), authentic inquiry would only include investigations where none of
the information is given, including the concept under investigation. While this is fully
authentic science, many others believe that there can be components of authentic science
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within other types of inquiry, effectively creating authentic situations which are
nonetheless suited to the students’ background (Leonard and Penick 2009; Lee and
Songer 2003). For example, authenticity may be added to a lower level inquiry task by
tying the material to the students’ lives, addressing real-world problems, involving
students in processes similar to those faced by scientists, or otherwise integrating the
scientific community, data, or processes in to the inquiry (Lee and Songer 2003).
Toward this end, a number of groups have attempted to create educational virtual
environments (EVEs) using either real data or simulated data to invoke the processes that
scientists use (Lin, Hsu & Yeh 2012; Trundle & Bell 2010). While some of these virtual
environments utilize immersive virtual reality with multi-sensory interactions, most use
real-world, authentic tasks involving visual representations of content and context to
construct knowledge (Mikropoulos and Natsis 2011; Smetana & Bell 2012). In addition,
these EVEs tend to help represent authentic science through complexity present in the
world (Mikropoulos and Natsis 2011; Rutten, van Joolingen, van der Veen 2012; Chen
2010). Smetana & Bell’s literature review of 61 papers (2012) finds that simulations
with supported technology use is most effective when used in inquiry-based situations
where students are encouraged to reflect on activities which promote cognitive
dissonance. Used in this way, learning of science content is improved compared to
traditional lecture-based formats, and is similar to hands-on inquiry teaching methods
(Smetana & Bell 2012). The use of simulations can improve over hands-on inquiry if the
number of repetitions is higher with simulations and students are allowed to explore
concepts more fully with targeted activities. However, the impact on long-term
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conceptual understanding is minimal, as prior conceptual models are extremely difficult
to replace (Smetana & Bell 2012).
Astronomy is in a unique position in that there is a huge amount of archival data
available, and this data can be used to incorporate real, authentic research opportunities
into the classroom (Taasoobshirazi, Zuiker, Anderson & Hickey 2006). However, it can
be challenging for students at the introductory level to access and to process this data in a
feasible way. By providing some initial processing, teachers can scaffold student
experiences with real data (Taasoobshirazi, Zuiker, Anderson & Hickey 2006; Ucar and
Trundle 2011; Raeside, Busschots, Waddington, & Keating 2008). In particular, webbased EVEs can provide interactions with the images which can be accessed anywhere
without additional installation of software, thus greatly increasing availability of real data
(Raeside et al. 2008). This use of real data is one way to increase authenticity in our
introductory laboratory class.
To extend the use beyond just archival data, our laboratory design is for the
students to take ownership of the data by creating observing plans and observing at the
telescope. Ownership of data and the process has been investigated to a lesser extent.
Prins et al (2009) found that ownership influenced student interest in the topic by
providing a clear link between theory and practice along with the broader value in student
appreciation for ‘understanding models and learning to construct models’. In our case,
our goal is not to arrive at complete authentic inquiry, nor even open inquiry, with our
introductory students, as we will need to scaffold the students’ knowledge and skill sets.
Instead, we have developed labs using some guided inquiry and some structured inquiry,
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with more of a focus on authenticity and ownership of data with a guided analysis
process close to the process that scientists use.
METHODOLOGY
The goal of this research is to determine whether integrating telescope use into the
astronomy laboratory impacts both student attitudes and conceptual understanding in our
introductory astronomy class. This course is a traditional lecture format introductory
course with separate lab component. All students enrolled in the course are in both
lecture and lab, with up to 24 students in each of five lab sections. Two of the sections
were taught using simulations and three sections were taught using data from the
telescope, with two instructors teaching both a comparison and intervention group. The
last section is not included in this analysis, as the instructor declined to participate. Our
goal is to introduce students to the real process of science, by using real data from our
own telescope, to raise both their confidence and their awareness of the scientific process.
Participants
There were 116 students enrolled in the fall course, of which one declined to
answer any demographic information and two of which declined to participate in the
study. The remainder of students in this class were predominantly white (81%), with 1%
Hispanic-American, 3% Asian-American, 4% African-American, 6% mixed race students
and 1% international students, with 5% declining to answer this question. 69% of
students were male and 31% were female. Students come from a variety of backgrounds,
predominantly suburban at 71% (3% rural, 16% small town, and 9% urban). This course
is targeted toward non-majors fulfilling the “lab science” requirement (83% of this class),
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although a few students (5%) take the course to fulfill the physics minor or as interested
science students (11%). As such, the course consists of a mixed group of underclassmen
(16% freshman, 44% sophomores) and upperclassmen (18% juniors, 21% seniors).
Students indicated a fairly bell-shaped curve in confidence on the difficulty of the course,
with 21% expecting the course to be difficult for them, 54% unsure, and 25% expecting
the course to be easy. Despite this, students skewed toward believing their math skills to
be average or higher, with only 11% rating themselves as “poor or very poor” in math
skills (31% average, 57% as good or very good). Lab sections were divided into
comparison group (n = 44) and treatment group (n = 48) based on pre-test attitude
surveys. For each instructor, the lab section with less confidence received the treatment.
Demographics for each lab reflected the overall demographics of the class. The research
methodology for this project received an exemption by Montana State University's
Institutional Review Board and compliance for working with human subjects was
maintained (Appendix A).
Intervention
Prior to creating our intervention activities, student laboratories involved pen-andpaper exercises, some computer simulations of the telescope experience, and a few
laboratory experiments. With the ability to use the telescope we have developed several
labs using our own data. The three labs discussed here are the first to be implemented
within the introductory astronomy course. One of the labs had a simulation equivalent,
the second with paper-and-pen exercise and real data, while the third was run for all
groups with the telescope data. All students went to the telescope one night for
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observing, and were able to “drive” the telescope using the computer-controlled system.
Some of the data for the intervention labs was taken during this time.
The first new lab, Measuring Jupiter’s Mass, consists of a two parts separated by
several weeks. In the first class, students work through an exercise designed to make
them think about how to measure Jupiter’s mass using telescopic images. Students are
expected to devise an observing campaign based on certain constraints (number of
allotted observations, weather, and amount of time Jupiter is above the horizon). The
class then decides on a consensus set of observations to “submit” to the telescope, which
is submitted by the instructor to the telescope for robotic observing. In the second part,
students analyze the data received from the telescope (treatment groups) or run a CLEA
simulation to find the same “data” (comparison groups). From the data set given,
students measured Jupiter’s mass. Due to timing constraints with Jupiter’s actual position
in the sky and weather-related issues, this second lab was run nearly two months later
than the initial lab.
The second lab targets student understanding of stellar lives using the H-R
Diagram. As this topic is very important to understand stars and their lives, we used both
our usual exercise using pen-and-paper in addition to a newly written lab using real data
from the telescope. All students performed the pen-and-paper first lab. In the second
experimental lab, students use a web interface to gather photometric data of brightness
and color index (B-V) of stars in two clusters, one old and one young. They then enter
this data into a spreadsheet, which allows them to graph the brightness (magnitude) vs.
color. Unlike the Jupiter lab, students do not design the observing plan but instead use
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data given to them to investigate stellar properties and ages. In the treatment groups,
students are aware that the data is taken from the telescope during observation nights. In
the comparison groups, students were not told anything about the origin of the data.
The last laboratory exercise targets galaxies and galaxy evolution, tracing
Hubble’s logic for galaxy classification and adding new information such as color and
our understanding of stellar lives (as developed in the previous H-R Diagram lab).
Because all students observe at the telescope, all students complete the same laboratory
exercise, which begins with a pen-and-paper discussion of the morphology of galaxies.
Students are given images from the internet from various telescopes and asked to come
up with their own classification system based on appearance (noting that they have no
spatial size information). Students then are guided through questions about the ages of
galaxies based on their knowledge of stellar lives and asked to come up with a sequence
of galaxy evolution. Lastly, students use their own telescope data from the observing
nights to make an appealing image using photo editing software, and are asked to classify
it using their classification scheme, Hubble’s scheme, and comment on its age.
Data Collection
In order to measure student attitudes, the Attitudes Toward Science Instrument
(ATSI) (Bailey, Slater & Slater 2010) was given at the beginning and end of the course.
To address the challenge identified by the authors of another attitude survey (CLASS,
Adams, W., private communication), namely that students tend to equate “science” with
many different things, two questions were added to ATSI survey asking students about
their definition of science and also on what experiences they based their answers to the
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questions (See Appendix B). A range of attitudes were chosen from the initial ATSI
survey results with an aggregated “positivity” score created as an average of the answers
for each survey question with “positive” answers all coded as positive numbers despite
wording of the question, and “negative” answers coded with negative numbers. Thus an
average of zero gives a student who answered equally positive and negative on various
questions.
We used the Test of Astronomy Standards (TOAST) (Bailey, Slater & Slater
2010) as a pre- and post-test measure of student understanding; however TOAST does
not include information on Kepler’s Laws, which are the basis of the Jupiter’s Mass lab,
or questions on galaxy stellar content. Three additional questions were added to TOAST
to target these content areas, for a total of 30 questions (see Appendix C). Analysis is
focused on these additional content questions along with the TOAST questions involving
stellar properties. Photocopies of student lab papers for each section were kept for
comparison for each of the four labs involved. As students turn in one paper per group,
this was 6 papers for each lab, to be used for comparing each group. In addition, teacher
notes on the classes and interactions with students were kept.
Five students agreed to interview, with three students from the treatment and two
from comparison groups. Students were selected to get a mix of performance (high,
medium and low) with a focus on non-science majors, though low response rate led to
skewed gender balance (4 female; 1 male). Because of the low response rate,
interpretation of the interviews is limited by the students who chose to participate and
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there is likely a self-selection effect biasing the interview data. Data collection strategies
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Triangulation Matrix
Focus Question: How does student ownership of telescope data in laboratory exercises
impact student attitudes toward science?
Subquestions
Data Source
Subquestion 1: How does
Attitude Pre- and Student
Lab
Teacher
the impact on student
Post-Surveys
Interviews
Surveys journals
attitudes differ between
data ownership vs. using a
simulation?
Subquestion 2: How does
the impact on student
attitudes differ between
development and execution
of an observing plan vs.
only using data from the
school’s telescope?

Attitude Pre- and
Post-Surveys

Student
Interviews

Lab
Teacher
Surveys journals

Subquestion 3: How does
student understanding and
retention of key concepts
change based on ownership
of the data vs. simulations?

Content Pre- and
Post-Surveys

Laboratory
Papers

Summa
tive
Assess
ments

DATA AND ANALYSIS
Our goal in this research is understanding how telescope use and ownership of
data affect students in our introductory class. We analyze our pre-and post-test attitude
and content test to determine whether or not students feel happier about science, and
whether they feel more confident about doing science. We also analyze the pre- and
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post-test for content knowledge. We have divided our class into two comparison groups
and two treatment groups, with one comparison and one treatment taught by each
instructor. For the first instructor, the comparison group and treatment groups consisted
of 23 and 24 students, respectively; for the second instructor the comparison group and
the treatment had 21 and 23 students, respectively. Of these students, not all took both
pre- and post- tests for either attitudes or content test; analysis includes only matched data
for each test.
Impact of student ownership of data on attitudes toward science.
Our primary question is “How does student ownership of telescope data in
laboratory exercises impact student attitudes toward science?” To address this question,
we can look at the pre- and post- ATSI attitude survey. This attitude survey, designed for
introductory astronomy, has questions that can be grouped into three categories: how
students feel about science; do students think they can do science; and how important is
science for society? It is these first two categories we are interested in in this paper.
Each question in the Likert-style survey was scored from -2 to +2, such that positive
attitudes were recorded positively regardless of question wording. The values for each
student were then summed to give a total “positivity” score for each question category. A
total of 68 students took both the pre and post-test scores, with 33 in the comparison
sections and 35 in the treatment sections. Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
We can see that while the groups are fairly similar, the treatment group has a
lower median attitude to begin with in both categories, with the skew for the comparison
groups substantially shifted positive relative to the treatment groups. Post instruction, the
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upper end does not change significantly for either group, but the median and skew shift
slightly more positive for the treatment group, whereas only the skew shifts to the
positive for the comparison groups. Appendix D contains histograms showing the skew
for each group pre- and post-instruction for each question.
A two-way chi-squared test over all six questions shows that both prior to and
post-instruction the comparison groups are not statistically significantly different from
each other on either of the two questions; the two treatment groups are also not different

Figure 2: Box and whiskers plot of attitudes for question category “How do students feel
about science?” Treatment groups are labeled “T_Pre” and “T_Post” while Comparison
groups are labeled “C_Pre” and “C_Post.”
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Figure 3: Box and whiskers plot of attitudes for question category “Do students think
they can do science?” Treatment groups are labeled “T_Pre” and “T_Post” while
Comparison groups are labeled “C_Pre” and “C_Post.”

from each other prior to instruction. We can therefore combine the two comparison and
the two treatment groups for analysis. We do find there is a statistical significance that
the treatment and comparison groups have different incoming attitudes for both of the
questions “How do you feel about science?” and “Do you feel you can do science?” as
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Chi-squared Goodness-of-Fit p-values Comparing the Treatment (n = 35) and
Comparison (n = 33) Groups For Both “How Do Students Feel About Science?” and
“Do
Students Feel They Can Do Science?” Using the ATSI Attitude Test.
Feel About?
Can Do?
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
0.01
0.006
0.006
0.128
For the questions asking how the students feel about science, we see that the
comparison and treatment sections are statistically different from each other both before
and after instruction. However, when we compare the questions asking whether students
feel they can do science, we find that prior to instruction, we have confidence that the
treatment and comparison sections are statistically different, but after instruction the two
are not statistically different (see Table 2). To see if we have a statistical change in
attitudes on these questions, we must compare the groups before and after instruction.
For the comparison groups, we find that there is a statistically significant difference in
how the comparison groups feel about science, but that they do not feel any more capable
at doing science than before instruction. However, for the treatment groups the pre- and
post- instruction attitudes are different for both questions.
As we can see from Figure 2, the treatment sections shift toward more positive
feelings toward science, and we have strong evidence (p = 0.0004) that the treatment
sections feel they are more capable of doing science after instruction. The shift in
attitude of the comparison group on how they feel about science suggests that the
treatment group, which also shifted to the positive, was not enough of a shift to “catch
up” with the comparison groups. For the latter question, since the comparison and
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treatment sections post-instruction are not statistically different but were different prior to
instruction (with the treatment feeling less confident), we can conclude that instruction
has raised the confidence of the treatment sections more than the comparison sections.
Table 3
Chi-squared Goodness-of-Fit p-values Between Pre- and Post- comparison Groups and
Pre- and Post- treatment Groups For Both “How Do Students Feel About Science?” and
“Do Students Feel They Can Do Science?” Using the Pre-test As Null Probabilities For
the Post-test
Feel About?
Can Do?
Comparison
0.006
0.128
(n = 33)
Treatment
0.005
0.0004
(n = 35)

Table 4
Chi-squared Goodness-of-Fit For Survey Responses For Student Confidence Against the
Null Hypothesis That There Is No Difference Between “Agree” “Neutral” and Disagree”
Using Lab Surveys
Do Students Feel Capable?
Survey Question:
Understand Telescope
Design Confidence
Comparison
p =0.012
p = 0.60
(n = 34)
(n = 31)
Treatment
p = 0.014
p = 0.77
(n = 46)
(n = 45)

In addition to the ATSI questions addressing student confidence, two questions in
the final lab survey indicate that the two groups not statistically different (p = 0.22) for
design confidence or for understanding the telescope (p = 0.20). Neither group is
confident that they could design an observing plan if they wanted to, even though they do
feel that they understand the telescope’s capabilities, as shown in Table 4. However,
even though they are not confident that they could design a project themselves, we find
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that our data from surveys shows that students prefer using our own telescope and to a
lesser extent data from their own observing plans in lab sections, which we discuss in the
following sub-section.
Differences in interest between simulations and authentic observations
Student surveys for both the Jupiter and the H-R diagram labs indicated that
students enjoyed having real data (see Figures 4 and 5). For the H-R diagram, the first
pen-and paper exercise was less interesting to the students, with the majority of students
indicating that the second lab was more interesting. For instance, one student wrote that
“the hand graphing made it boring and excel made [the second lab] cool knowing it was
real.” Another from the comparison group, who knew that the data was real but not our
own noted that “I enjoyed seeing real star clusters instead of a table with plain numbers.”
Those students who were told that the second lab involved real data from our telescope
wrote “I think it made the lab more interesting knowing that we took this data from our
telescope and it wasn't just a random picture. I liked it a lot.” Of the students who
directly addressed data in their survey free written responses, 11 indicated that real data
from our own telescope was more interesting; two indicated that they thought it was “not
important but cooler”; and one indicated that they did not think real data was important at
all. Both comparison and treatment groups felt that simulations would not be as
interesting as using real data (Figure 6). While real data appears to be important to most
students, ownership of data (from our own telescope or from their own observing plan) is
important to a slightly lesser degree, as shown in Figure 7.
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Not
Important

Neutral

Important

Figure 4: Student responses to the question “Is using real data important to you?” with
Strongly Agree/Agree responses and the Strongly Disagree/Disagree responses
aggregated for responses to the survey after the Jupiter Lab.
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Not
Important

Neutral

Important

Figure 5: Student responses to the question “Is using real data important to you?” with
Strongly Agree/Agree responses and the Strongly Disagree/Disagree responses
aggregated for the H-R Diagram Lab.
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Not as
Interesting

Neutral

Just as
Interesting

Figure 6: Student aggregated responses to the question “How would a simulation
compare to using real data?”
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Not
Important

Neutral

Important

Figure 7: Student aggregated responses to the question “Is using data from our own
telescope important to you?”

Chi-squared goodness-of-fit with null hypothesis that real data does not matter
(equal probability for each “agree” “neutral” and “disagree”) was run on each of the
individual survey questions with an  = 0.5. We find that for both treatment and
comparison groups the importance of real data is statistically significant (p < 0.05), but
for the two comparison groups they feel that having data from our own telescope is not
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important. It is possible that the reasoning may be indicated by the interview statements
“I just kind of meant by that if you put in data that was just your made up data, it
wouldn’t have made me upset or look at it differently. I would have just felt the exact
same no matter what.” However, the treatment group felt that having their own data was
important (p-value 0.004) “I definitely would prefer like, using the data that we collected.
That is pretty cool. But it wasn’t like a huge deal, coming from someone who is kind of
not super passionate about astronomy... just trying to get the credits for it.”
Interestingly, the treatment group did not feel that the authentic experience of the
Jupiter lab was important (Figure 8), whereas the comparison group was more skewed
toward feeling it could be important, though it also did not have any statistical
significance. In addition, the long gap between project design for the Jupiter Lab and the
data analysis may have impacted the treatment group’s attitudes toward the authentic
experience; it is possible that they felt that it was not worth waiting so long for the data.
As one of the interviewees from the treatment group commented, “The gap kind of made
me forget about it. It was probably one of the reasons why I was like, this isn't like a huge
difference to me, was because it seemed like there was such a disconnect, because it had
been such a long time. You know what I mean? Whereas, if it would have been like, right
after, then I could have been like ‘oh that just happened!’” In contrast, for the
comparison groups, it may be challenging to imagine how engaging having your own
telescope data would be. Student survey responses about the authentic experience are
shown in Figure 8, and chi-squared goodness-of-fit results for data ownership are
summarized in Table 5.
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Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Figure 8: Student aggregated responses to the question “Is this type of authentic
experience important to you?”
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Table 5.
Chi-squared Goodness of Fit for Survey Responses For Whether Or Not Real Data Is
Important To Students Against the Null Hypothesis That There Is No Difference Between
“Agree” “Neutral” and Disagree.”
Is Real Data Important?
Survey
Real
Real
Own
Simulation Authentic
Question:
Data 1
Data 2
Data
p-value
Experience
p-value p-value p-value
p-value
Comparison
0.006
0.0008
0.629
0.148
0.014
(n = 34) (n = 41) (n = 41) (n = 33)
(n = 31)
Treatment
1.6e-7
2.6e-5
0.004
0.004
0.420
(n = 26) (n = 42) (n = 42) (n = 46)
(n = 45)

While instructors made a concerted effort to inject the same level of energy and
enthusiasm into the labs, we found that it was challenging to be as enthusiastic over not
using real data from our own telescope as compared to simulation for the Jupiter Lab.
For the second H-R diagram lab, it was also challenging to maintain the same level of
enthusiasm when not informing students that the data was real and from our own
telescope. It is possible that this may have impacted student attitudes toward the labs.
Differences in student understanding of key concepts between data ownership and
simulations
Our last sub-question is to address the content retention by students. For
this, students took a pre and post content test (TOAST). Eighty-three percent of the
students (76 out of 84) took both the pre and post survey, with 17-19 students in each of
the four sections. A Wilcoxon rank-sum test shows that there is no statistical difference
between the treatment and comparison groups either before or after the course (p = 0.72
pre-test; p = 0.18 post-test), as shown in Table 6. This is due to the large standard
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deviations in the samples, not any appreciable skew in the data, as we can see in the
figures and from the fact that the means and medians are roughly equivalent for each
group separately. Though the two groups are not statistically different from each other,
overall, the students all improved on the entire survey. Using a Wilcoxon signed rank
test for the both groups, we find that we have a very small probability (p < 0.001) that the
distributions by chance, with 95% confidence that the true location shift is not zero.
Table 7 shows pre- and post-instruction statistical significance for comparison and
treatment groups.

Table 6
Pre- and Post-test TOAST Statistical Significance Using Wilcoxon Rank-sum Test
Between Comparison and Treatment Groups For All Questions, and Only the Question
Relating To Treatment Lab Concepts
Pre-test
Post-test
p-value Min 95%
Max 95%
p-value Min 95%
confidence confidence
confidence
interval
interval
interval
All Questions
0.72
-6.0
7.0
0.18
-17.0
Relevant
0.56
-7.4
12.5
0.23
-12.5
Questions

Max 95%
confidence
interval
3.0
3.7e-5

Table 7
Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test between Pre- and Post-instruction Statistical Significance
For both comparison and Treatment Groups Showing Statistically Significant Learning
For Both Sets Of Students On All Questions, and Only the Question Relating To
Treatment Lab Concepts
Comparison
Treatment
p-value Min 95%
Max 95%
p-value Min 95%
Max 95%
confidence confidence
confidence confidence
interval
interval
interval
interval
All Questions
2.14e-6 -23.3
-13.3
1.88e-8 -21.7
-11.7
Relevant
0.0003
-28.5
-14.0
1.77e-6 -35.5
-25.5
Questions
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We are interested in particular in the questions that are directly related to the
content in the treatment labs, and use these questions for the remainder of this analysis.
This includes questions 13, 14, 16, 17 and 27 from TOAST plus our three additional
questions (see Appendix C). The first of our additional questions had problems, with a
significant number of students selecting the correct answer prior to taking the course, but
with answers more evenly distributed among the answers after instruction. However, it
seems commonly held knowledge among my students that if you do not know the answer
to a multiple choice question to select “C” as it is more statistically likely; the correct
answer in this case was indeed “C”. I postulate that this may possibly have led to the
high incidence of selecting that answer in the pre-test even though the answers in the test
do in fact vary with a slightly lower incidence of the choice “C”. We also find that
excluding this question does not change the conclusions drawn in this section; we
therefore leave it in this analysis. We find that for these questions only, at the 95%
confidence level the comparison and treatment groups are again not statistically different
(p = 0.56 pre-test; 0.23 post-test). These data are seen in Figures 9 and 10. Means,
medians and standard deviations given in Tables 8 and 9.
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Figure 9: Improvements on TOAST content test for only the questions related to
treatment labs.
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Figure 10: TOAST content test results for all questions.

Table 8
Pre-test Means, Medians, and Standard Deviations For Comparison and Treatment
Groups For the TOAST Content Test.
Pre-test
All Questions
Relevant Questions
Mean Median 
Mean Median 
Comparison 34.2 33.0
16.2 35.1 37.5
16.6
Treatment
31.7 30.0
10.3 32.5 37.5
16.9
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Table 9
Post-test Means, Medians, and Standard Deviations For Comparison and Treatment
Groups For the TOAST Content Test.
All Questions
Relevant Questions
Mean
Median 
Mean Median 
Comparison 46.8
47.0
20.1
46.2 50.0
20.2
Treatment
53.2
53.0
18.0
52.5 50.0
17.7

As there is little difference between the entire content test and the questions
specifically relevant to the lab, we conclude that any difference in engagement among the
students applied to the class as a whole, and not just the specific content areas of the lab.
Though we find no statistical difference between the comparison and treatment groups
due to the large standard deviation, calculating the gains, leads to the surprising discovery
that students in the treatment groups have a gain about 10% greater than the gain in the
comparison groups. While it is normal that students who perform higher tend to have
smaller gains (Pollok 2005; McDermott 1990; Redish & Steinberg 1999), there was little
difference between comparison and treatment groups at the outset, making the increase in
gain of treatment groups is particularly robust. In particular, looking at comparison and
treatment group for a single instructor (e.g. Comparison 1 and Treatment 1), we see that
this trend is even more robust, as the matching is even more clear within a single
instructor’s groups, and similar difference in gains for each (13% higher for instructor 1
and 12% for instructor 2).
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Table 10
Gains for Each Lab Section, As well As For Comparison and Treatment Groups For All
Questions, As well As For Those Questions Relevant To the Treatment Labs
All Questions
Relevant Questions
% Pre
%Post
%Gain
% Pre
%Post
%Gain
Comp 1 (n = 17) 29.2
42.7
19.1
30.9
41.9
16.0
Comp 2 (n = 19) 38.8
50.5
19.2
38.8
50.0
18.3
Comp all (n = 36) 34.3
46.9
19.2
35.1
46.2
17.1
Treat 1 (n = 21)
28.6
50.0
30.0
26.2
47.6
29.0
Treat 2 (n = 19)
35.4
56.9
33.2
39.5
57.9
30.4
Treat all (n = 40) 31.7
53.2
31.4
32.5
52.5
29.6

Beyond the simple gains in treatment or comparison sections, we find that the
students that initially had happier feelings toward science (our comparison sections) were
more likely to choose what I considered the main distracter question on the content
pretest if they did not choose the correct answer. In contrast, those who were in our
treatment sections tended to choose the same minor distracter question, rather than being
more randomly distributed among the answers. This suggests that for the two
populations there is a difference between preconceptions held by the students, and which
may be worth exploring further in future work.
INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION
In our study, we find that all students feel a little better about science after
instruction. In particular, those students in the treatment sections feel they can do science
more than prior to class. As this course is directed primarily to non-science students who
tend to not be confident in their ability to do science, this is a very positive result. We
find that students say that they prefer using real data, and to a lesser extent from our own
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telescope. However we find an encouraging result when actually using real data from our
own telescope compared to real data that is just given to them without context or a
simulation, in that the treatment sections improve in attitude and also in the gains on the
post-test. For the post-test, gains in treatment sections were approximately 10% higher
than in comparison groups. The increase in understanding of students involved in
inquiry-based situations, where learning of science content is improved compared to
traditional lecture-based formats (Smetana 2010; Bell, Smetana & Binns 2005; Buck,
Bretz & Towns 2008; Sadeh & Zion 2009, 2012). This use of real data is a new addition,
showing a greater understanding beyond labs using identical inquiry-based labs with
simulations or data that does not seem real. Since data ownership has a weaker effect, it
is possible that developing labs utilizing available real archival astronomical data, paying
attention to speak specifically to the realness of the data may have the same effect.
I would like to continue this research by developing a few labs to take advantage
of archival data. We also plan to continue this work by developing more laboratory
exercises using our own telescope, and are working with local K-12 institutions to get
them access to our telescope and run similar or modified age-appropriate exercises to
introduce students of younger ages to real telescope work, with the goal of instilling
interest and enthusiasm for science at younger ages. As a separate project, I would like to
continue exploring the differences in incoming understanding that our college students
have of the material by probing further the content question answers and which distracter
question students choose based on their confidence in science-related activities.
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VALUE
This research has been particularly useful for me in a number of ways. This is the
first time we have done any survey of our students either pre- or post- instruction on a
standardized survey. While the TOAST survey is largely geared toward astronomy
concepts which are taught at the K-12 level, it provides a baseline of comparison for our
future teaching. I would like to include more complicated and higher level concepts that
are being developed by other groups in the future. In addition to the content survey, I am
very excited to see that our impact on the attitudes of students was a positive one; one of
my main goals in teaching introductory astronomy is that students leave the course
feeling more confident about science in general. While these students are not planning to
be science majors, an understanding of science is important to society at large –
something the students agree with – and having students feel more capable and confident
about science is very exciting. The use of data to guide our instruction gives me
confidence that those things I thought were working are indeed actually working. This
will impact my teaching by making me more enthusiastic toward developing new labs
and teaching them to students, knowing that they will feel better about science after
instruction.
In addition to my own personal value, the university is interested in knowing the
impact of the observatory on students, who will eventually become alumni. This project
has been supported by NSF grant #1140385.
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APPENDIX B
ATSI ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
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21. Define "science" in one or two sentences.
22. On what personal experience is your definition of science based?
23. What is your college major (or current area of interest if undecided)?
24. What class are you?
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate Student
Other
25. Which of the following describe your ethnic background? (Select all that apply)
African-American
Asian-American
Native American
Hispanic-American
African (not American)
Asian (not American)
White, non-Hispanic
Other
Decline to answer
26. What is your gender?
Female
Male
Other
Decline to answer
27. Which best describes your home community (where you attended high school)?
Rural
Small town
Suburban
Urban
Not in the USA
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28. Which best describes the level of difficulty you expect from this course?
Extremely difficult for me
Difficult for me
Unsure
Easy for me
Very easy for me
29. How good at math are you?
Very poor
Poor
Average
Good
Very good
30. I expect that this course is going to be:
Drudgery
Tolerable
Unsure
Just ok
Lots of fun
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TOAST ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
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1. Suppose that researchers have discovered a mathematical relationship between a
star's mass, temperature, and size. If we can directly measure the star's
temperature and size, which statement about its mass is the most correct?
a. Because we cannot directly measure the star's mass, we have no way of
knowing its true mass.
b. Knowing the temperature and size will give us a definitive measure of its
mass.
c. Knowing the temperature and size will let us calculate a mass, but it may
not be its true mass.
d. Knowing the temperature and size will give information about its mass,
but not an exact number.

2. An image of a galaxy shows that it has very blue color. This means that
a. It contains young blue stars and old red stars
b. It contains old blue stars and young red stars
c. It only contains young blue stars
d. It contains old and young blue stars, along with old red stars
e. It contains old and young red stars, along with young blue stars

3. If the sun were to somehow increase in mass, in order to stay in the same orbit, a
planet would have to
a. Increase in speed
b. Decrease in speed
c. It could not stay in the same place; it would spiral in
d. It could not stay in the same place; it would be flung outward
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY 1
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H-R Diagram Survey
This survey is to help us improve the H-R diagram lab sequence. Please take a moment
to tell us what you think! (You do not have to write your name but it may help with
followup questions. The other lab instructor will read your comments, not me.)
Thinking just about the data and graph:
Is it important to you to have real data?
Not at all
important
1

Not really
important
2

Neutral
3

Somewhat
important
4

Really
important
5

Is it important for you to have data from our own telescope?
Not at all
important
1

Not really
important
2

Neutral
3

Somewhat
important
4

Really
important
5

How challenging is it for you to graph by hand?
Very
challenging
1

Somewhat
challenging
2

Neutral

Easy

Very Easy

3

4

5

Neutral

Easy

Very Easy

3

4

5

How challenging is it to use Excel?
Very
challenging
1

Somewhat
challenging
2

Which did you like better and why?
This question was verbally clarified to refer to the data itself.
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APPENDIX E
SURVEY 2
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Jupiter Lab Survey
Note: Comparison group wording in brackets
How challenging was the first lab, where you designed the observing plan?
Very
Somewhat
Neutral
Easy
Very Easy
Challenging Challenging
1
2
3
4
5
How well do you think you understand about the capabilities of the telescope?
Not at all
A little
Neutral
A lot
Extremely Well
1
2
3
4
5
How challenging was the second lab, where you did the data analysis?
Very
Somewhat
Neutral
Easy
Very Easy
Challenging Challenging
1
2
3
4
5
How important is [would] using real telescope data [be]?
Not at all
Not really
Neutral
Somewhat
Important
Important
Important
1
2
3
4

Really
Important
5

How would [did] using a simulation compare?
Just as
A little less Neutral
Interesting
Interesting
1
2
3

Not at all
Interesting
5

A lot less
Interesting
4

Typically astronomers design a set of observations and then have to wait to implement
them. Is this type of authentic experience important to you?
Not at all
Not really
Neutral
Somewhat
Really
Important
Important
Important
Important
1
2
3
4
5
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Given the understanding of how the telescope and camera work you have developed in
this course, how confident are you that you could design an observing project if you
wanted to?
Really
Somewhat
Neutral
Not very
Not at all
Confident
Confident
Confident
Confident
1
2
3
4
5

If you could use the telescope to figure out some project, what kinds of projects would
you be interested in?

Rank order the labs in terms of how interesting you found them:
____ Going to the observatory (leave blank if you went to public night)
____ Measuring Jupiter’s Mass (both labs together)
____ Galaxies
____ H-R Diagram (with telescope data [web data])
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APPENDIX F
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Science Content Question:
If you were to look at this picture, what would you be able to tell me about the stars in
that galaxy?
What kind of stars does it contain?
How would you know if a star is young or old?
Are all blue stars young? Are all red stars old?
General Course Attitudes: [reference ATSI answers as needed]
Let’s just talk about how you felt the class went. How did you feel about taking
astronomy or any general science versus how you felt after the class.
Is there anything else you want to tell us that would help us with the labs? Things you
liked, didn’t like, hated?
Real Data: [reference surveys as needed]
The other thing we’re interested in was the idea of using real data and using our
telescope.
Can you just kind of talk a little bit about having real data versus not real data?
What about real data from “wherever” versus our own telescope?
There are sort of two pieces of that, one is that the data from the first one, it was real data
but it was from somewhere else and it was just a table of numbers, versus actually using
our image. Can you maybe talk about that a little bit?
Do you feel like in terms of learning it [would/wouldn’t have] mattered? Do you think it
would affect how much you learned?
Authentic Experience: [reference surveys as needed]
For the Jupiter lab, we had you design an observing plan; and then the telescope did it
and then you analyzed the data. That really is a long, involved, “really this is how we do
it in astronomy” lab.
We could do that lab using a simulation and sort of all as one big lab, without using our
telescope. How would that compare?
Or, if you submitted the plan to the telescope and then obviously if the weather continued
to bad, we just used a prior semester’s data? How would that compare to using your own
data?
Can you see any benefits to doing it at one time?
What about the big gap? Could you talk about how that impacted you?
Do you like that authentic process?
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Can you see a long term project where this kind of thing might occur? Can you make any
parallels with your major/future career?
Ranking of labs: [reference survey]
Can you maybe talk a little bit about the ranking and what you liked?
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APPENDIX G
HISTOGRAMS OF ATTITUDE SURVEY
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Comparison Group Positivity Index For “How Do Students Feel About Science?”

Positivity Index, Pre-Test

Positivity Index, Post-Test
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Treatment Group Positivity Index For “How Do Students Feel About Science?”

Positivity Index, Pre-Test

Positivity Index, Post-Test
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Comparison Group Positivity Index For “Do Students Think They Can Do Science?”

Positivity Index, Pre-Test

Positivity Index, Post-Test
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Treatment Group Positivity Index For “Do Students Think They Can Do Science?”

Positivity Index, Pre-Test

Positivity Index, Post-Test

